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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Friday

Driver backfires for spot

February 23,2007
Volume 101. Issue 108
WWWBGNEWSCOM

The Rec Center
is bringing
playtime back

Gun wielding resident charged in parking dispute

Short-term
parking gets
expansion
By Megan Yodiis
Reporter

Big Playground is
coming this Saturday to

By Liu Halverstadt
City News Editor

give big kids a second
chance | Page 3

Students bring
awareness to
Darfur
Amnesty International
week focuses on human
rights violations in Sudan

Most people move on after
someone steals their parking
spot.
Branden Robinson-Welch
loaded his double-barrel shotgun.
According to police reports,
the 25-year-old Manville Avenue
resident had just shoveled snow

off of his apartment parking
s|X)t Wednesday night when a
truck pulled into it.
Witnesses said RobinsonWelch started to clear another
spot and threw snow on the
truck. When the pickup driver
asked about the snow, the two
began to argue. Eventually,
Robinson-Welch went inside to
get his gun.
The driver had gotten back to

his residence when RobinsonWelch appeared at his door with
the opened shotgun. The man
told police Robinson-Welch put
a shell in the barrel, closed the
gun and held it across his chest.
He then told the driver never
to touch his car again and
threatened to shoot, police
reports said.
After
Robinson-Welch
returned to his apartment, his

girlfriend said he decided to
apologize and headed back
outside.
When he saw police, he hurried back. Members of the
Bowling Green Police Division's
Special ResponseTeam attempted to call him outside with
megaphones but he remained
in the apartment.
See SPOT | Page 2

| Page?

ra Giant squid

Shortchanged on Sesame St.

caught in New
Zealand

3 Estimated to be 990
lbs. and 39 feet long,

Bush proposes cut for public broadcasting

this squid may be the
largest found | Page 3

Auditions in
Toledo theater
to take off

Commuter students and graduate leaching assistants with a
parking permit now have the
option to apply for a short-term
parking slicker.
Beginning Friday the shortterm parking sticker will allow
them lo park in Lots H and 9.
These lots were previously only
available to resident students for
short-term parking.
There will he only 200 stickei S
issued and commuter students
who meet the established criteria
may apply, said Stade Enriquez,
manager of parking and traffic.
"Commuter students working
more than 2 miles from campus, graduate teaching assistants
and students participating in
student teaching, coups, intern
ships and athletics can apply."
Enriquez said.
Graduate teaching assistants
were not originally included in
the parking and traffic resolution, which was a problem for
them.
See SHORT | Page 2

"The Full Monty" is
bearing it all for the

Snow causes
car burials in
parking lots

first time in northwest
Ohio | Page 7
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Women's
basketball aims
for the top

By Tim Sampson
Repoitei

With just two games
left, the Falcons look to
0

finish strong | Page

A new season
starts for the
softball team
After last year's success,
the team travels to
Tennessee today

| Pag. I

By Qu.ntin Kilpatrick
Reporter
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British
withdrawal is a
bad omen
The recent
announcement from
Tony Blair means the
U.S. will soon have to
go it alone | Page 4

Did you watch PBS
growing up? What
was your favorite
show?

JACQUI SHELBY.
Senior. IPC
"Reading Rainbow.
I watched that all the
time."|Page4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 28. Low: 15

It may be dreary days ahead for the people that brought "Sesame Street" "Reading
Rainbow" and countless other programs into
the homes of millions.
Earlier this month, President Bush submitted his proposed 2007 budget to Congress
with steep cuts to the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.
In remarks on the CPB's 2007 budget,
President and CEO Patricia de Stacy Harrison
said they amounted to nearly a 25 percent
reduction from 2006 and noted the cuts would
be felt in all levels of public programming.
CPB is the largest single source of funding
for Public Broadcasting Service and National
Public Radio.

There was no ca Im after t he storm
for many off-campus students.
After nearly a foot of snow hit
Bowling Green last week, apartment-dwelling students across
town emerged from their apartments to find buried cars and
sidewalks slick with tee.
Like other homes and businesses, apartment complexes are
required by the city to remove
snow and ice from all public
walkways within 24 hours after
the end of a snow storm.
In addition, landlords bear
responsibility for clearing out
parking lots. The city cannot
plow parking lots because they
are considered private properly.
Although most landlords
meet these minimum requirements, the quality of their work
can vary widely.
"They did OK with the side
walks and stuff, but the parking
lots were a mess." said junior
Amy Pfeffer, a resident of The
Enclave.
See LOTS | Page 2

The Caribbean
Association gives
tribute to legend
By Ella Fowlrr
Reporter

SeeCP8|Page2
The camera captures Bob
Marley.
a dread locked.
Rastafarian man singing his
song titled "Rebel Music" — in
the documentary "Rebel Music:
A Bob Marley Story."
The documentary was a tribute to the life of the legendary
musician and singer.
The Caribbean Association,
assisted by the Black Student
Union, held the event A Tribute
to Bob Marley". where the documentary was played. Participants
watched the documentary and
afterward enjoyed free food and
drink and, of course, reggae
music in the Pub.
The Caribbean Association
used to hold "A Tribute to Bob
Marley" event every year, in
which live reggae bands would
perform. Bui I he event has been
absent since 1996.
"The Bob Marley tribute wasn't
a priority for past presidents,"
said Dellareese lliggs, president
of the Caribbean Association.

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 31. Low: 25

k

See MARLEY | Page 6
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY

SPOT
From Page 1

7:58 AM
Rabbit reported injured on East
^oe Ro,id
250 P.M.
Juveniles reported throwing
.balls at parked cars m the
Wood County Library parking
lot on North M.nn Street
311 P.M.
Drivers side mirror reported
knocked off a vehicle on
Lehman Avenue, causing Si 75
damage
5:13 P.M.
Caih. credit card and two
bottles of nail polish repocted
stolen from H South Mam Street
beauty shop
651 P.M.
A complainant reported a bus
hit a vehicle in Lot G.
8:43 P.M.
in reported being hit
by truck at College Drive and
Wooster Street He went to the
ER for treatment

THURSDAY
12 53 A.M.
Christopher J Ledgdon. 20.
of Brook Park. Ohio, arrested
for misrepresentation to obtain
i North Mam Street
bar. According to police reports.
he used a fake ID to buy beer.

WWW.
BGNEWS

.COM
www.
BG

o

His girlfriend told police he
had a gun, was threatening suicide and had been depressed
recently, police reports said.
City police 1.1. Tony lletrick
and two other officers trained
in crisis and hostage negotiations were called to the scene.
Before they arrived, an officer
reporteda window was opening
in the rear of the apartment and
Robinson-Welch walked out.
He was arrested and charged

SHORT
From Page 1

"IBeforel it didn't meet any
new criteria that we had hoped
for, it was very similar to what
was already in effect for residents,'' CSS representative Steve
Swanson said.
This program was sparked
by the Graduate Student Senate
who wrote legislation directed
toward parking and traffic in
the fall to prompt them to open
the lots.
Swanson said it was a general
miscommunication — parking
and traffic was not sure what
they were asking for in the legislation.
It will be nice tosee how many

LOTS
From
like many off-campus Students in larger complexes, Pfeffer
complained about snow plows
burying her car when clearing
the thoroughfares.
"They kind of say screw you'
to anyone who can't move their
car," she said.
Residents of other apartment
complexes shared similar complaintsand said they were forced
to dig out their vehicles.
"There doesn't seem to lx' an
effort to get in between the cars."
said junior Katie McGreevey, a
resident of University Courts.
Most landlords said they
attempt to clear out the areas
around parked cars.
"Our crews will come back
through again after they've
cleared the main lot and clear all
the empty spaces, but it won't be
perfect," said Chris Ostrowski.
president of the Wood County

with aggravated menacing and
inducing panic.
Police searched his apartment and found the shotgun,
a Mi gun, an air gun, ammunition and a gun case. The shotgun was unloaded when police
found it and Robinson-Welch
was unarmed when arrested,
lletrick said.
Officers contacted Behavioral
Connections on North Prospect
Street to prescreen RobinsonWelch, which is common practice when an arrestee is suspected to he mentally ill or suicidal.

In this case, the prescreener
recommended Robinson-Welch
go to North Coast, a state mental hospital in Toledo, but the
maximum security portion of
the hospital was full.
Police didn't feel comfortable
keeping him in a minimum
security facility.
"Since he was violent, he was
taken to jail," Hetricksaid.
Robinson-Welch was taken to
the Wood County lustice Center
onaS2,000bond.
He will be arraigned at 8:30
a.m. on March I in the Bowling
Green Municipal Court.

graduates apply for the sticker,
and how parkingand traffic will
respond to which graduate students need it more, he said.
"This is for students that are
running back and forth for coops and such and might not
always have a daily need for it,"
F.nrique/.said.
The sticker will only be good
for the semester the student
applies for it in, Fnriquez said.
They can apply again the following semester if they have
special needs, she said.
"We are trying to maximize
the utilization of the parking
lots," Fnriquez said.
There is a push for the graduate students that have to get
into the classrooms early, they
need to make sure thev will

have a spot to park, GSS president Deanna Vatan Woodhouse
said.
"I'm not sure how many graduates will take advantage of this
option but at least they have that
option now," Woodhouse said.
Swanson said he was pleased
that the University responded
quickly to the graduates' needs
and getting a result passed that
will include graduate students
bodes well for the University.
"I can't be more pleased with
the response to our concerns
and requests," Woodhouse
said.
This new program is going
to help people, not everyone
will be able to demonstrate the
need, but it will certainly help
the ones that do, Enriquez said.

Apartment Associationand leasing agent for Winthrop Terrace
apartments.
In addition to buried cars, icy
walkways were another common complaint for students following Wednesday morning's
black ice.
"They had taken care of it
by the end of the day, but their
was no attempt to pre-empt it,"
McGreevey said. "I came out
and saw people sliding around
all over the place."
Property managers said they
do what they can to stay ahead
of snow and ice, but are often
outpaced by the weather.
John Newlove, of John
Newlovc Real Estate said he
employs a five-person crew with
two snow-blowers and one plowtruck to clear out approximately
750 rental units.
"They'll be people who are
unhappy, I know that," Newlove
said. "But we have about a ton of
salt on hand and we do the best
we can to keep ahead of things."

One of the major problems
when it comes to digging out
rental properties after a storm is
knowing whether or not it is the
responsibility of the tenant or
the landlord.
"It should be on your lease
agreement — but whether or
not people are aware of it is an
issue," said Doug Rohrs, code
enforcement officer for the city.
Unlike apartment complexes,
clearing out rented houses is the
responsibility of the tenants in
most cases. According to Rohrs,
public sidewalks often go without being cleared because the
tenants are simply unaware of
their responsibility.
Walks that aren't cleared
within 24 hours will receive a
warning. After another 24 hours
has elapsed owners will be
fined.
"We give out huge numbers of
warningsaftera storm like this,"
he said. "And once that warning
goes out it's amazing how fast
those walks get cleared."

CPB
From Page I

According to Harrison, the
president's proposed budget for
the CPB included a $535 million
cut from the $400 million already
appropriated by Congress for 2007,
a $50 million cut from the $400
million already appropriated by
Congress for 2008 and no advance
funding for 2009.
"Needless to say, we at CPB are
very disappointed by the funding leveLs for public broadcasting
recommended in the president's
budget," Harrison said. But she
stressed the proposals were pan of
a long process.
The proposals are "more of
the same from Bush," to Tania
Panczyk-Collins, communications
director of the Association ofPublic
Television Stations, a Washington
D.C. based non-profit, public TV
advocacy group. But PanczykCollins added it was too early to
tell if they would pass.
And the odds are stacked against
the president.
Site cited past cut proposals that
met opposition in a Republicancontrolled Congress.
But even though the cuts aren't
likely to pass, stations are still tightening their belLs.
"The issue with public television
is that we're looking at flat-funding. And in an inflationary economy, that's not good," said Patrick
Fitzgerald, executive director of
WBGU-TV, Bowling Green's local
public TV station.
He added that the state of Ohio
has cut funding to WBGU by 30
percent in last few years.
In the search for new revenue,
WBGU, like public TV stations
across the country, has increasingly turned to private, load support to meet their needs.
"It's of growing importance and
valued by us," Fitzgerald said.
To Fitzgerald and many odiers in public broadcasting, it's the
community connection and content quality that sets public programming apart from corporate
media.
"Public TV remains the only
locally owned and operated
media," Fitzgerald said.
WBGU-TV not only serves the
local community, but it also provides telecommunication services
to BGSU. The station's Television
Learning Services department, for
example, provides closed circuit
programming to classes on campus.
The closed circuit IV system
transmits television programs to
all University classroom buildings,
the lerome library and some office
and residential buildings.
In addition to WBGU's video

High Speed Internet
Private Bathrooms
Private Shuttle
(Coming Aug '07!)

Daffodil Days
MARCH 12, 2007

The daffodil is
an early flower of spring
and a symbol of HOPE.
The American Cancer Society
is offering fresh daffodils
to raise money for cancer research.
education and patient
service programs.
500 of our neighbors use ACS.
Ten fresh daffodils
make up one bouquet.
Bach bouquet can be delivered
for a minimum donation of $6.50.
Please enclose your donation
with this order form.
Make checks payable to: the ACS
and mail to:

Daffodil Days,
l>() Box 27, BGSU
(campus mail).

Deadline to order is
Feb. 26, 2007
For all orders.
please use daytime addresses
as our volunteers
are donating their time

inflationary economy,
that's not good."
Patrick Fitzgerald | WBGU-TV

support. made-for-PBS documentaries often find their way into
classrooms.
"It's nice to make a visual
example |of course concepts),"
said Robert Sloane, instructor of
American Culture Studies.
Sloane has used documentaries
on race, class and music in his
courses.
"Of anything I've found, it's the
best combination. It's well-produced, entertaining, arresting
visually, and more exciting than
me droning on," Sloane said.
Nationwide, CPB supports 790
non-profit, non-commercial radio
stations and 356 television stations.
CPB's share of the federal budget, without the proposed cuts,
represents a tiny .014 percent of
the government's $2.77 trillion dollar tab for 2007.
According to Free Press, another
D.C-bascd group that advocates
for non-profit, non-commercial
media and public awareness, federal funds only make up about 15
percent of most public stations'
budgets.
Broken down, roughly one dollar of every American's taxes go to
public broadaisting.
But despite that being a drop in
the fiscal bucket, the debate has
sparked passion on both sides of
the political spectnim. Moveon.
org started an e-mail petition to
lobby Congress to oppose the cuts,
and just last week, (lie conservative American Family Association
began a counter-petition to
Congress trying to eliminate all
federal funding for the CPB, which
they contend has the most liberal
slant in news.
"This debate has been going on
for decades," said FrannieWellings,
associate policy director at Free
I'ress. "People can argue on the left
and right, but you can't argue with
the polls that show PBS is the most
trusted media source."
Fitzgerald also cited the Roper
Report, which found PBS to be the
most misted programming for the
third year in a row. Fitzgerald said
PBS provides the highest quality
content.
"Whetherit'schildrerisprogramming, entertainment, or news,
there's no question," he said.

Now
Offering

3 Bedroom Specials
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In

(Please print all information on order form)
Donor's Name (lint & last)
Deliver
i

bouquet(s) to me (donor)

Street Address
Daytime Phone

Also, Deliver to the following people on my behalf
(Be sure recipient will be in town Mar. 12)

i

I
II

Name

Daytime Phone

Address

City

#of bouquets

■ Daytime Phone

Name
Address

City

Name

#of bouquets

Daytime Phone

Address

City

#ol bouquets

Donating a bouquet anonymously to a cancer patient or a
victims family, $6.50.
Donating $

One attempt will be
made to deliver.

$6.50 per bouquet payable to American Cancer Society.

VOLUNTEERS:
Phi Mu Alpha. Alpha Omicron Pi. Alpha
Phi Omega. Delta Xi Phi. Delta Tau Delta.
Graduate Communication Assoc.

funding. And in an

J

from 9 am to 5 pm.

Thank you!
Today is the last day to order at the
Union 12:00 -4:00

Clubhouse

"The issue with public
television is that
we're looking at flat-

to ACS.

Amount enclosed: $_
.OR
Charge my BGSU Bursar Account -- STUDENTS ONLY: P00_
Charge my BG1 Card - Faculty/Staff: Card*
The amount of $_

Orders due Monday Feb. 26
campus- 372-8725

Tan
All
$
Week

15
29

All
$
Monch
with membership

BBRONZE
TAN

STUDIOS

Woodland Mall
Next to Fiesta Salons • 352-9190

new client oPPer!

3 dans O
1 Can each level
Valid at Bronze Tan Studios with
coupon. Not valid with other offers.
Expires March 31, 2007.

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Former University official
emphasized new technologies
Tim King passed away Feb. 9 after 22 years at BGSU

Friday. Febniaty 25.20O7 5

By Shelby Schroeder

"You couldn't go
to lunch with him
without running into
someone he knew."

Reporter
When Residence Life Associate
Director Tim King died Feb.
9, the University lost a kindhearted and beloved person.
The 57-year-old worked at
BGSU for 22 years.
While working for the Office
of Residence Life, he played
an instrumental role in tInformation of the Residential
Computing Connection, lie
also helped provide the campus with computers and wireless Internet.
Mike I lachtel, friend and coworker, said King served the
interests of students and tried
to improve things for them.
"Anytime he worked on
something for RCC he would
try to look at it from a student's
point of view," Hachtel said.
"He would swing by the residence halls and go into the
computer labs and say 'Mi, how
are you doing and what can we
improve on to help you?"'

Mike Hatchel | Friend
King made it easier for students to sign up for housing by
making the signups available
online. Before King urged tinoffice to make this change, all
housing signups were done on
paper.
His work with ROC helped
get computer labs, wireless
Internet and Ethernet connections in residence halls.
"He made sure there was
technology in the residence
halls for students to use,"
I lachtel said.
His sense of humor is one
thing
Michelle Simmons,
senior associate director at the
University Career Center, will
miss.

"He was a punster, a quick
wit, and he never saidanything
bad about anyone," Simmons
said. "He always made time to
talk to you, help you out. cheer
you up and give you a hug."
King was personable and
seemed to know just about
everybody.
"You couldn't go to lunch
with him without running into
someone he knew," Hachtel
said.
Bob Midden, director of the
Chapman Community, said he
could always count on King
when he needed help.
"He was the kind of person you felt confident that you
could trust," Midden said.
King enjoyed cooking, baking, spending time outdoors
and
entertaining people.
Simmons said. He was also a
Cub Scouts leader when his
sons were growing up.
He is survived by his sons
David and Brian; daughter
Ellen; and close friend and exwife Patricia.

N
Sow oveiils tji<"i from evertsbgwedu

8 a.m. - 45 p/n
Dinner Theatre Ticket Sales
Union information desk

non-married couples.
Nicky Damania, graduate assistant for the Resource
Center, hopes the event will
help gay couples through the
"hoops and loops" of becoming legal guardians.
The discussion will begin
with two lesbian couples — the
first will talk about their experiences in securing adoption
rights for the non-biological
mother of their two children,
and the second couple will
explore the process of artificial
insemination in making their
own family.
A second pair of couples will
add lo the presentation their
views of the course of adoption. A lesbian couple will
explain how they adopted a
girl from foster care, and how
their adopted daughter later
gave birth to a child which
she gave up for adoption. The
adoptive parents Of this child,
a gay male couple, will join in
the dialogue.
Another guest has been
invited to speak on family

Reporter
By KyU R.ynoldi

GET A LIFE

Local resource center
hosts LBGT discussion
The LGBTA-Q Resource Center
is hosting a discussion about
the legal entanglements of gay
marriage, adoption and rights
in their second annual LBGT
Symposium this weekend.
Thisyear'sdiscussion, "ItHiT
Families and the American
Society," will feature gay parents and parents-to-be sharing their struggles to conceive,
adopt and start families under
restrictive and unsupporlivc
legislation.
"For the election of 2004, gay
rights was the biggest issue to
come about (in Ohiol," said
Cassandra Siler, symposium
coordinator, adding the event
might change opinions about
gay families.
Ohio is one of many states
in the country which bars joint
adoption by same-sex couples,
meaning only one parent can
legally claim the child. The
additional passage of the 2004
constitutional state ben on gay
marriage further denied adoption and custody protection for

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Annual Undergraduate Art
& Design Exhibition
through Saturday 10 am -4pm
Sunday I 4 p.m
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankelman Galleries

5 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Leaders In Residence
Awards Ceremony
Commons Dining Hall

Movie: Casino Royale
206 Union Theatre

Opera Theater: Dialogues
of the Carmelites
$10 adults and IS students and senior
citizens For tickets, contact the Center
BoxOlficeal419 572 8171 Group Ticket
Sales are available lor this event
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

See tBGT | Page 11

Nine Planets and Counting
112 Physical Sciences

University students can go to
the rec center to
ByTimN.iid.i
Reporter

Saturday, college students
will have a chance to go back
to the playground.
l-'rom 10 p.m. to I a.m. the
Rec (inter will IK- hosting the
12th annual Big Playground.
The event is sponsored by
several University organizations, including the VV'ellness
Connection, Dining Services
and UAO.
leannie Sabaroff is a graduate assistant for the VV'ellness
Connection. She says that
although the inflatables are

"I like the three-on-three basketball. This
year, I'm going to check out the new things.
If you don't go out to drink, it's good to have
something to do."
Dave Scolt I Junior
t he biggest at I ract ion, t here are
a lot of new events expected
to draw more students. This
year's new events include
human sphere racing, cow
milking and new inflatables.
Amanda Gabriel, a Graduate
Assistant of SRC Facilities, is

excited about the new events.
"There were about 1,200 students last year. We have added
a lot of activities, so I'd say we'll
have 1.200 to 1.500 this year."

See PLAY | Page 11

Speaking up for Darfur

8-10:50 p.m.
CMAI Dinner Theatre
Union Ballroom

By Kristin McKissic
Reporter

" They are lobbying
Congress to provide
more resources to
take action."

March
21!
marks
the
beginning
of
Amnesty
International's nationwide
week of awareness for Darfur.
An expected 3,000 AJUSA
student activist groups will
be taking action to enforce
changes.
This is the AllISA's ninth
annual National Week of
Student Action.
Students are demanding
that Congress put more pics
sure on the Chinese government in order to allow ll.N.
security forces into Sudan.
"Students take action this
year on human right abuses

SATURDAY

All day event
Grant-in-Aid Auditions
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. University
Hall

Clay Westrope | AIUSA rep
in Darfur," said AIUSA representative Clay Westrope.

Falcon Film Festival

"They are lobbying Congress

Cla-Zel Theater

to provide more resources to
take action |in Darfurl."
The conflict in Darfur has
led to the abuse of its citizens'
human rights. These abuses
include murder, rape, torture.

Chamber Orchestra
Event is free and open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

See DARFUR | Page II
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Office of Residence Life

ence
proudly recognizes
the following

RESIDENT ADVISORS

^SMART MENTORS
Bernardo Agniar
l-lyse Anaszewicz
Michelle Bafunno

Kari Bailey
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Reserve your room!

Briantte Barhite

Housing selection starts
February 26, 2O07

Torn Bethany
lanell Blanks

Apartment Preference Form
(submit in person to the Office of Residence Life'}
Seniors (90 or mote hours) & Juniors (60-89 hours)

TIME

February 26

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

February 27

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) MEN

February 28

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

March 12

8a.m.to5p.m.

Seniors (90 or more hours) & Juniors (60-89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) WOMEN

March 14
March 15

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) MEN

March 16
March 23

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Founders Preference Form
(submit in person to the Office of Residence Life')

View Founders Assignments
Online Housing Sign-up for Residential
Learning/Theme Communities
(must be approved by community director)

BEGINNING

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ENDING

Arts Village
Aviation Community
Batchelder Music Community
Chapman Learning Community at Kohl
Global Village
Health Sciences Residential Community
Honors Housing

March 28, 8 a.m.

April 15,11:59 p.m.

IMPACT
La Communidad
PCC
R0TC Community
Online Housing Sign-up by Class Rank

Jenny Brewer
Demetrlous Broughton
Maria Brown
John Buckingham
lames Barton
Cnhrielle Chaeoustie
Adrianne Croley
Kaitlin Dalga

Magen Massey
Zach Mavnard
Danielle McPhlUips
Amy Meister
Claire Metcalf
Laura Milarcik
Edward Miller
Joshua Mocek
Colin Murphy

Emily Nlcol
Daniel (Well
Jerrod Parsed
Lauren Payden
Jontae Pratt
Michael Puppos
Paean Pursteani

Ashley Schantz

Sarah Davis
Meredith Dixon

Valerie Schenck

Leah Domer
Kandice Dooley
Kristin Edwards
Jennifer Swing
Melissa I'ayhik
Sharmayne Freeman
Stephanie Clans
Thomas Gauthier
Gina Graham
Patrick Crayshaw
Jackie Hargreaves

Brandon Stitroeder
Jennifer Siiiuler

BillSchlekie
Shamrock Showier

Wayne Silasi
Juli Sneider
Marcus Thomas
Tom Ticak
Anther lieeedie

Whitney Walton
Kathy Welter

Rebecca Weictiel

Kari Hague
Erin Hungerman
Whitney Jackson
Chris Johnson
Paunita Jones
Curtis Knight

Lindsay West
Martel White
Aaron Williams
Kathleen Woerner

Mark Kowalski

Phillip Wolf

Thomas Weiss

Phillip Werman

Amanda Kuharik
BEGINNING

ENDING

Same room request

March 26,8 a.m.

March 27,11:59 p.m.

Seniors (90 hours and above)

March 28,8 a.m.
April 2, 8 a.m.
April 6,8 a.m.

April 15,11:59 p.m.
April 15,11:59 p.m.

Juniors (60-89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 -59 hours) MEN

Katie Bodner
Kristy Boepple
Lara Braitn

DATE

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) WOMEN
View Apartment Assignments

ChloeBeck

Sara Kttron
Ariel Mason-Williams

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 -59 hours) WOMEN

April 11,8 a.m.

April 14,11:59 p.m.
Apri 15,11:59 p.m.

Open Housing Selection I
Room Change Period

April 16,8 a.m.

May 6,11:59 p.m.

■Office of Residence Life, 440 Saddlemlre Student Services Building

For specific information visit: Mnflmr.bgsu.edu/housing

for makin

TheA+ Committee would also like to celebrate

—RA Appreciation Day —
With gratitude to all the Resident Advisors
for their selfless service to our residential communities.

OPIN

"She's like a real baby now. Now I can feel her when I hold her."
- Sonja Taylor, on her daughter. Ami Ilia, who weighed 10 ounces when she was born
nearly 5 months early in October, marking her the most premature baby ever to
survive, from Time.com

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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What was your favorite PBS show growing up?

"Mr Rogers
Neighborhood' was
my favorite because
that's my last name."

"Zoom' was my
favorite. I still watch

KELLY ROGERS.
Sophomore. Theater

SHELBY SHAW.
Sophomore.
Communications Disorders

t'M

"^r R°9ers-

"I used to love
'Magic School Bus.' I
watched it until I was
in junior high."

ALIX WILSON, Junior
Geology

IAN RODGERS. Junior.
Outdoor Recreation

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a guestion? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Bringing diversity to millions
®4p

How 'Sesame Street' has paved the way for understanding in 120 countries
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Losing British troops isn't a good sign

o
^^H

ing supply niiites to U.S. and
coalition troops in central Iraq.
Die feel thai the secondlargest ground force in Iraq
will be gone within two years
should be cause for concern.
But according to CNN's
expanded version of the Story,
It's inn necessarit) a Bad thing
to the White House.
"The president views this as

BRIAN SZABELSKI
ASS! OPINION EDITOR

Since the War in Iraq started,
the conflict has largely been
seen as one thai is the problem of America and Britain
the two major countries with
troops there.
Soon though, it's going to
be just America's problem, as
Britain is planning to begin
withdrawal of their forces in

a success,1' National Security
Council spokesman Gordon

lohndilie said. "The president
wants to do the same thing, to

bring our troops home as soon
as possible."
Another country leaving "the
coalition olthe willing'1 is a
success? That's like getting one
answer right on a loo-question
test, yet treating it like you'd gotten an At.
Yes. the Basra region has
generally Been less turbulent
than areas like Baghdad, but
there are still struggles there,
last Sunday. Reuters reported
on clashes with Shi'ite militia
forces in one of Basra's Shi'ite
strongholds. The area, known
as I layaniya. is a stronghold of
the Mehdi Army, the militia of
radical anti-American cleric
Mix|tadaal-Sadr.

Iraq,
According to the Associated
Press, proposals laid out by
i'rinii' Minister Tony Hlair on
Wednesday will lead Britain to
withdraw about 1,600 troops
li Oni Iraq over the coining
months.
The proposal outlines further
cuts to its 7,100-strongcontingent by late summer as Iraq.
The story goes on to say
British troops would likely sta\
In the southern Basra region
until at least 2008, training local
li irees, working to secure the
: i an-lraq Border and maintain-

For the White I louse to say
t his is a success while armed
conflict continues is nothing
more than a disillusion.
The removal of British troops
from combat will leave a power
vacuum that will either have to
be filled by radical militants or
by more American troops.
in their current state, the
Iraqi army is nowhere near
ready to handle their country's

security issues.
Without British support in
I he si uithern provinces, it will
be up to the United States to
ensure security and train the
Iraqi army.
In order to do that. President
Bush will have to make the
publicly unpopular decision
to send more troops into Iraq.
Unfortunately, in doing so.
he will further deplete troop
reserves here in the U.S., weakening our ability to respond to
domestic situations.
We already saw this effect
when 1 Iurricane Katrina came
ashore in 2005 and how underprepared the federal government was for a disaster.

k

See the rest of this column on the
Web at wwwbgnewscom

During winter break, a friend
and I were bored and decided
that we might take in a movie.
She and I drove to the Video
Spectrum, and fought for
about a half-hour over which
movie we'd watch.
The end of the bitter argument was that I would get pay
for the 111 ii i and she would get
to pick which film it was. I was
OK with this, except that the
film was a documentary on
"Sesame Street." Yeah, that's
right, "Sesame Street."
1 griped for the entire way
home, and even during the
opening credits: "Are you serious, a documentary of Sesame
Street?'"
1 lowever. upon the start of
the actual film, I was hooked.
The film itself is called "The
World According to Sesame
Street,'" and depicts the works
of the company Sesame
Workshop to spread their message around the globe. The
world according to "Sesame
Street" is not bleak, is not
drowned in sorrow, and above
all, it is hopeful.
The documentary was very
well organized and told the
story of the "Sesame Street"
vision.
"Sesame Street" started in
the late '60s as a response to
growing concerns of equity in
American.
During this time, statistics
showed that inner-city black
children were not as prepared
as their white counterparts
upon entering elementary
school.
PBS took the initiative to
correct this inequity. The project was a very simple design:

Let's take a situation that is
common to our target audience, fill it will diversity and
learning, and spread it to as
many people as possible.
Part of the revolutionary
structure of the program was
that it featured a puppet cast.
The purpose of the puppets
was to demonstrate a multicultural environment, where people actually got along instead of
fighting.
Again, the entire production mimicked inner city life
to demonstrate that such tolerance is possible anywhere. This
was especially potent following
the strife for civil liberties in
the '60s.
Thus, "Sesame Street"
began its humble mission. I-'or
decades, the program has run
and inspired children of all
ages. The program had such an
effect that the education even
spilled over to children they
had never intended.
With specific goals: tolerance building and education,
"Sesame Street" marched
proudly onward.
In fact, the effect was so large
that other countries began to
take notice.
Countries such as France
and Germany saw the positive structure of the "Sesame
Street" model and petitioned
to have their own versions of
the show. More than 120 countries have since adopted the
"Sesame Street" model for their
own broadcasting.
"Sesame Street" began to
globalize.
The model that was to be
exported was very flexible. AH
future productions of "Sesame
Street" would adopt the model
for tolerance exhibited by the
puppets; however, the issues to
be discussed were particular to
each individual production.
For instance, the Russian
version of "Sesame Street,"
"Ulitsa Sezam" contains some

particularly Russian cultural
aspects: Zeliboba, a tree spirit,
yet also the archetypal cookie
monster: Korzhik.
Also, the version in Kosovo
focuses heavily on bridging
the gap between the war torn
Serbs and Albanians.
Similarly, and quite controversially. South Africa also
demonstrated a very unique
"Sesame Street."
The South African "Sesame
Street" chose to have a puppet who was HIV positive on
the show as a regular cast
member.
The thought behind the
decision was to let kids realize that the disease does not
change the quality of the
person. People with HIV are
still people — they only have a
disease.
The latter half of the
film depicts this strive to
bring "Sesame Street" to
South Africa, Kosovo, and
Bangladesh.
These three countries
abound with three very unique
and very real sets of issues.
From government interference in Bangladesh to sharp,
ethnic tensions in Kosovo
and the fear of AIDS in South
Africa, all three countries put
up with tremendous hurdles
to acquire their own "Sesame
Street."
When the film ended, I
found myself having a newfound respect for humanity
and human potential.
The Sesame Workshop has
given the world something
very wonderful, and has done
so selflessly.
I can only hope that this
model to educate the children
of the world in tolerance and
elementary school skills will
continue for years to come.

Sendcommena to ChadPuterbaugh at
<yiputef@bgsuedu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Other punishments work
as well as spanking
I read Amanda Hoover's opinion on spanking with some
interest since I grew up in the
days when it was common
practice — even encouraged.
Even though 1 wasn't
spanked often, I witnessed my
older brothers spanked quite
frequently.
Several years ago a psychology professor at Purdue told
me how he dealt with the matter of showing his children not

to touch hot stoves.
He'd take his child's hand
and barely touch it to the hot
stove — just enough to feel
some pain but not enough to
actually harm him.
In order to show his child the
danger of going into the street,
he drove his car onto the lawn
and placed his child's finger
under a tire and drove over it
— again, enough to show the
pain but not enough to cause
real harm |orsohesaid|.
The lessons are concrete and
appropriate for a child.
Spanking and harsh words

may not be properly understood to be the warning they
are intended to be.
That same professor said
that the only thing spanking
achieves is showing the child
that you are bigger and stronger than it is.
That is a bad lesson to teach
children.
I think you can imagine the
many paths where that can
lead a child.
— Ron Harris, Instructor,

Dept. of Math and Statistics,
rharris@bgsu.edu.

CHECK THIS OUT:
Love to write? Love to draw? Want to initiate change on campus?
The BG News Opinion staff is currently hiring columnists and editorial cartoonists.
Intrigued?
Send a 600-800 word test column or a sample cartoon to hoovama@bgsu.edu.

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

UREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy

LISA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR m
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.

ALISON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
i

Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

i

TIFFANY GORBY. COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER, SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD. PULSE EDITOR
JASON RENTNER. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions (or columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on ihe Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews<f>bo,news.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject lo
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NATION/WORLD
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Father of three serves
another's 15-year term
for New York murder

Fishing crew finds half-ton
squid, could be largest ever
WELLINGTON, New Zealand
(API — A fishing crew has
caught a colossal squid thai
could weigh a half-ton and
prove to he the biggest specimen ever landed, a fisheries
official said Thursday.
The squid, weighing an estimated 990 lbs and about 39
feet long, took two hours to
land in Antarctic waters, New
Zealand Fisheries Minister Jim
Anderton said.
The fishermen were catching Patagonian toothfish, sold
under the name Chilean sea
bass, south of New Zealand.
"And the squid was eating a hooked toothfish when
it was hauled from the deep,"
Anderton said.
The fishing crew and a fisheries official on board their
ship estimated the length and
weight of the squid: Detailed,
official measurements have
not been made.
The date when the colossus

By Larry Naumaistar
The Associated Press

NEW ZEALAND FISHERIES DEPARTMENT

AP PHOTO

BIG FISH: In this pholo released by New Zealand Fisheries Depanmem on Thursday,
shows a giant squid believed to have been caught in early February 2007 in the Ross Sea.
Antarctica The creature, known as a colossal squid (scientific name Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni) and is thought to be the largest squid ever found anywhere in ihe world, weighing an
estimated 450kg. 150kg heavier than the next biggest specimen ever found

was caught also was not disclosed.
Colossal
squid,
known
by
the
scientific
name
Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni,
are estimated to grow up to 46

feet long.
Colossal squid have long
been one of the most mysterious creatures of the deep
ocean.
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NEW YORK - A father of
three who has served 15 years
in prison for a murder that
occurred here while he apparently was in another country
was ordered released Thursday
after prosecutors chose not to
retry him.
U.S. District ludge Lewis
A. Kaplan ruled last year that
Jose Garcia must be retried or
freed because his defense lawyer failed to gather evidence
for trial that Garcia was in the
Dominican Republic when the
killing took place in the Bronx
on July 16,1991.
Garcia's new lawyer, Martin
Klotz, said it would surprise
him if his client were released
because a 1999 deportation
order remains lodged against
the illegal U.S. resident.

The iawyer said he would

work to legalize Garcia's status in the United States so he
could resume living with his
ex-wife and their children, all
of whom are U.S. citizens.
Klotz praised the judge for
taking a careful look at evidence that Garcia could not
have committed the murder,
and he said he was "absolutely
delighted" that prosecutors
did not attempt a retrial, which
they would have had to initiate within two months of the
judge's initial ruling.
The judge said it was "exceptionally troubling" that Garcia
was convicted in 1993 at a trial
based largely on the testimony
of one witness.
The judge added that Garcia
had a strong alibi, including
documents that appeared to
prove he was arrested in the
Dominican Republic for traveling with false documents a
day before the execution-style
shoot i ng of Cesa r Vasquez.

NATION/
WORLD
BRIEFS
Army struggles to
shorten guard tours
WASHINGTON (AP) - Army
National Guard combat units that
go to Iraq or Afghanistan through
much ol the next two years will be on
active duty lor longer than 12 months
despite the Pentagons pledge to try
limiting deployments to a year. Army
and Guard officials said The effort
to shorten tours of duty to a year
- they're now roughly 18 months
- was designed to ease the strain on
troops and their families, in part by
jamming more war preparation into
the soldiers routine monthly training
exercises at home.

Cheney criticizes
China's arms buildup
SYDNEY. Australia (AP)-Vke
President Dick Cheney said Friday
that China's recent anti-satellite weapons test and a rapid military build up
were "not consistent* with its stated
aim of a peaceful rise as a global
power In a speech during a visit to
Australia. Cheney praised China for
playing an "especially important"

Couple awarded $9.5 million in
damages for inaccurate
allegations, smear campaign

Senate Democrats push to limit
American troops' missions in Iraq
By David E»po
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Determined
to challenge President Bush.
Senate Democrats are drafting
legislation to limit the mission
of U.S. troops in Iraq, effectively
revoking the broad authority
Congress granted in 2002, officials said Thursday.
While these officials said the
precise wording of the measure
remains unsettled, one draft
would restrict American troops
in Iraq to combating al-Qaida,
training Iraqi army and police
forces, maintaining Iraq's territorial integrity and otherwise
proceeding with the withdrawal
of combat forces.
The officials, Democratic
aides and others familiar with
private discussions, spoke only
on condition of anonymity, saying rank-and-file senators had
not yet been briefed on the effort.
They added, though, the Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid is
expected to present the proposal
to fellow Democrats early next
week for their consideration.
The plan is to attempt to add
the measure to anti-terrorism
legislation that is scheduled to
be on the Senate floor next week
and the week following.
)im Manley, a spokesman for

"We should make equally clear what their
mission is not: to stay in Iraq indefinitely
and get mired in a savage civil war."
Joseph Biden 12008 Democratic Presidential Candidate
Reid, declined to discuss the
deliberations, saying only. "No
final decisions have been made
on how to proceed."
Any attempt to limit Bush's
powers as commander in chief
would likely face strong opposition from Republican allies
of the administration in the
Senate and could also face a
veto threat.
The decision to try to limit the
military mission marks the next
move in what Reid and other war
critics have said will be a multistep effort to force a change in
Bush's strategy and eventually
force an end to U.S. participation in the war.
Earlier efforts to pass a nonbinding measure critical of
Bush's decision to deploy 21.500
additional troops ended in gridlock after Senate Republicans
blocked votes on two separate
measures.
The emerging Senate plan differs markedly from an approach

favored by critics of the war in
the House, where a [unbinding
measure passed last week.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi has said
she expects ihe next challenge
to Bush's war policies to come
in the form of legislation requiring the Pentagon to adhere to
strict training and readiness
standards in the case of troops
ticketed for the war zone.
Rep. lohn Murtha. D-Pa.,
the leading advocate of that
approach, has said it would
effectively deny Bush the ability
to proceed with the troop buildup that has been partially implemented since he announced it in
January.
Some Senate Democrats have
been privately critical of that
approach, saying it would have
virtually no chance of passing
and could easily backfire politically in the face of Republican
arguments that it would deny
reinforcements to troops already
in the war zone.

By Mika Robinson
The Associated Press
CHICAGO (API — A jury
awarded $9.5 million in damages Thursday to a husband
and wife who claimed a
smear and terror campaign
was aimed at them after they
accused a police officer of corruption while working as federal agents.
The verdict ended a five-week
civil trial focusing on Joseph
Miedzianowski, sometimes
described as Chicago's most
corrupt police officer, who is
now serving a life sentence.
Diane KTipfel and Michael
Casali said Miedzianowski
smeared them with misconduct allegations and terrified
them with threats after they
accused him of corruption
in 1992 while working in the

§

"You run an investigation and never
interview the main
person who made
the complaint."

STOP IN TO TOUR AND SEE WHY!

BAGHDAD (AP)-The US.
military warned Thursday that
insurgents are adopting new tactics
in a campaign to spread panic after
troops uncovered a car bomb factory with propane tanks and chlorine
cylinders - possible ingredients for
more chemical attacks following three

against helicopters have raised fears
that insurgents are trying to develop
new ways to confront US and Iraqi
forces. Any increase in chemical
bombings could complicate the
Baghdad security crackdown, now in
its second week.
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blasts and a recent spate of attacks

Chicago office of the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives. They
said they were so frightened,
their children slept in a closet
in the interior of the house in
case shots were fired through
the walls.
lurors leaving the court
scoffed at city officials' claim
that
they
conducted
an
18-month investigation of
Miedzianowski.
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Be cautious with piercings
ByKyWR«ynori»
Reporter

Sophomore Alison KukJa isn't new
to piercings, but she never woke
up with any pain after one until
recently.
Knkla got a daith piercing, which
is a piercing on the innermost cartilage fold of the ear, at On the Edge
during a weekend in late January.
"Tuesday nigh) it started bothering me a little bit but Thursday
morning I woke up with an excruciating pain," kukla said.
"It was throbbing, swollen, finred, really warm and I couldn't lay
on it," kukla said.
later that day. Kukla's roommates took her back to On the
Edge to get the piercing removed.
Signs of a piercing skin infection can include a thick green discharge from the piercing as well as
the piercing site being inflamed
and | MM ilul.

kukla has gotten multiple piercings at On the Edge before and
never had a problem.
"It seemed like the regular procedure," Kukla said. "They had
gloves on, used antibacterial liquids and the equipment was as
sterile its always."
Touching the piercing with dirty
hands is one thing John Von, piercer at On the Edge, sees a lot and
says causes infection.
"The first thing people do when
they come in here and think they
have an infection is point and
touch the piercing that is a big no no," Von said.
Infections can easily get into
a piercing site because die site is
opened up.
Andrea Colcord, health educator at the Wellncss Connection,
said a piercing site needs to be
kept clean because it is vulnerable
to bacteria.
"Because a piercing is an open
wound, bacteria and other organ-

0
JORDAN ROWER

THE BG NEWS

Student actors rehearse old style dance moves
OLD SCHOOL:
thandTorrance Nowden rehearse for the dinner theatre being held this weekend m the Union ballroom
The show is put on by the Center for Multicultural Initiatives, tickets are $20. reservations required.

LOOKING LOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE c
UNIVEESITY
COURTS
Mercer cif dough
' tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
Central air & heat

• Convenient laundry facilities
1
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
1
Short walk to Library, Student Rcc
Center and all campus facilities

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 hdrm apts.
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.

MARLEY
From page •

"But for me. I was going to make a
tribute to Bob Marley."
But the main reason the event
was brought to campus was to
not only celebrate Bob Marley but
to celebrate Black 1 listory Month.
"We wanted to do this in
conjunction with Black History
Month." said Anamita Gall,
treasurer of the Caribbean

If someone thinks they have
an infection they should contact
a health care provider so they can
look at it. They can take a culture
of the infection by swabbing it and
see what is wrong,
"They can see what kind of
organisms are growing and can
treat them with antibiotics,"
Egelman said
Kukla went to the Health Center,
and they gave her antibiotics that
took care of die infection.
Kukla wanted to get the daith
piercing because it was unique,
but that site is prone to infection
because it is easy for dirt to get
stuck in there.
"Try not to go too unconventional and research different locations beforehand to stay safe,"
Kukla said.
Even though Kukla had one bad
experience with a piercing, she
wouldn't lie nervous about getting
another one if she had the space.
"I'm not hesitant about going
back, but I think I'm niaxed out
at nine," Kukla said. "I'm running
out of room. I had one had experience because the location was on
a little crease and din can get stuck
there."

Association.
Bob Marley is an important figure in history because he is one
everyone can relate to in one way
or another, she said.
"Cultural diversity is so important to the campus as a whole and
Bob Marley is somebody people
can connect and relate to both
him and his music," lliggs said.
"His music expands across race
a nd class. 1 le is d iversc."
Throughout his life. Bob
Marley made a pledge to his fel-

low Jamaicansand others around
the world that he would always
fight. To him his life meant nothing unless he was fighting and
helping others.
"Bob Mariey is not a Jamaican
icon, but a icon for all," said
Chanel Griffith, president of the
Black Student Union. "He is for
all people."
Celebrating Bob Marley's life
is "spreading his music, views
and his calls for unity and solidarity," Higgs said.

■ Most Common: Piercee
has touched piercing with
dirty hands or otherwise
contaminated piercing
(exposure to bodily fluids,
dirty water, etc.)
■ Piercing was done with
inappropriately sterilized
tools, needles, jewelry.
■ Piercing was done with
unclean, ungloved and/or
contaminated gloved
hands.
Source: Association of
Professional Piercers

We're filling up fast—Get your apatment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Houses for Rent:
119Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/2 Sixth
704 Sixth
704'/: Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement
Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Heat & Cable Included!
ONE /(LOCK SOLTH OL WOOSTER
"WALK ON OVLK"

Causes of Piercing
Infections

isms can get into the wound when
one touches their piercing with
dirty hands," Colcord said.
Von gives customers a handout
about how to care for their piercing
once they leave.
He teUs people to always wash
their hands with antibacterial liquid soap before touching a piercing and to dean piercings two to
three times a day with the antibacterial liquid soap for about six
weeks.
Choosing a location that isclean
is important to cut down the risk
of infection, according to Glenn
Egelman, director of the Health
Center. Moist areas contain more
bacteria
"You are less likely to get a skin
infection in a cleaner place where
there is less bacteria, like the ears,"
Egelman said. "Then are more
bacteria around the genitals, bellybutton, mouth and tongue."
The use of sterilized equipment
is very important when getting a
piercing
"Anytime a body piercing is
done and the equipment being
used isn't sterilized properly there
is a higher risk of getting hepatitis
B and C," Egelman said.
There arc two types of hepatitis
B and C: acute and chronic. Signs
of acute hepatitis are stomachaches, jaundice — which results
in yellowed skin — and fatigue.
Chronic hepatitis can lead to liver
failure and cancer over the years.
"I iepatitis B and C can eat away
at the Over for many years and you
might not even know it," Egelman
said.
At On the Edge, an autoclave
is used to sterilize the equipment.
The autoclave uses steam to heat
bacteria and viruses until they are
inactive.
"Everything used is run
through an autoclave," Von said.
"Everything we use is as clean as a
hospital is."

(419)352-0164
www. university apartments, us

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380
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"Kid Icarus"
keeps it oldschool

FRIDAY

f

Disney on Ice
provides a unique
opportunity to see giant
mice dancing with oversized
ducks on frozen water at the
Toledo Sports Arena. Tickets

"Kid Icarus"
flies high in a
revamped version
for the virtual
Nintendo WH.

By Grog Miller

for the "100 Years of Magic"

Reporte.

show start at $14.50 and the
If you are a fan of old-school
video games then you will
enjoy one of Nintendo's newest additions to itsWII virtual
console: "Kid Icarus."
Released on the same
date and using the same
game engine as the original
"Metroid." "Kid Icarus" was
overshadowed and forgotten
by those who had not played
it. The majority of people who
played the game loved it so
Nintendo has decided to put
this title on its virtual console
and with good reason.
"Kid Icarus" features a
cupid-like hero named Pit,
who must run, jump and
shoot his way around a mythological world and gather the
three ancient treasures. Only
with these treasure-, can Pit
defeat Medusa and free the
peaceful centurions.
The game's graphics are
not the best because it was
originally released on the Hbit Nintendo Entertainment
System. However, thisdoesn't
stop the game from being tremendously fun.
"Kid Icarus' feels like
a mix between several of
Nintendo's fines) titles. Pit
runs and jumps vertically
and horizontally across levels, just like Mario. I le shoots
arrows much UkeSamusAran

show runs through Sunday.

BASHCon
is the University of
Toledo's annual gaming
convention. This weekendlong hootenanny offers
everything from hangman
to Dungeons and Dragons,
as well as performances
from local psych-rockers
Phantasmagoria. An allweekend pass costs $15.

SATURDAY

Metal for the
Masses features the
area's premiere headbangers
at Headliners in Toledo.
Starting at 7:50 p.m..
shredders like Reflections in
Blood. Murder Your Face and
Premonition will perform. An
earlier show featuring DriveThru records act Self Against

See ICARUS! Page8

City will precede this metal
typhoon. $7 at the door!

Fox launches
satirical news
show

Falcon Film Festival
at the Cla-Zel Theater on
Main Street features short
works by first-year film
students for you to sink your

Toledo Repertoire Theater
searching for the full package

talons into. The film starts
rolling at 7 p.m.

World's Largest
Garage Sale

ByAddi,- Curlis
Reporter

and Flea Market will
descend upon the SeaGate
Convention Centre in Toledo.

The Toledo Repertoire Theatre is looking for
men willing to audition half-naked.
For the first time, northwest Ohio is bringing "The Full Monty" to stage in a nonprofit.
community theatre.
Tomorrow, the directors are holding auditions, looking for 11 males and eight females.
Director Jim Norman said the season
selection committee has been trying to put
on this show for a few years, but the musical
just recently became available to rent.
"We are very excited to put on this show
and I'm sure it will sell well because this is
the first time it has been put on in this area."
he said.
Norman said he has gotten a lot of calls

Admission is free to this citysized bargain bin. which runs
from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.

The Jimiller Band
will play Nate and Wally's on
Wooster Street this Saturday

Kurt
Long
co-stars in the
"1/2 Hour News
Hour

from interested local actors, and it hopefully
indicates a large audition turnout.
"There are as many female roles as there
are male, but the females don't have to take
off their clothes," he said.
Artistic Director Gloria Moulopoulos said
she works with the scenic director and makes
sure things are miming smoothly and on
schedule.
She said each person auditioning for a
role will need to read from the script and sing
either a song from the script or another song
suiting their voice.
Accompaniment will be provided. She
said the music in the play is a little different
from the music in the movie, but the plot is
See MONTY | Page 8

to celebrate the release of
their newest jam band opus.
"In Trance It." Get there by
9 p.m.

SUNDAY
Ben Barefoot
prances into'Howard's Club
H Sunday at 9 p.m. Fans
of Nickelodeon's "Pete and

Rock Hall warps to "Music, Mayhem, and More"
By Sarah Moora
Reporter

Pete" might jump at the
name of the supporting
band: Endless Mike and the
Beagle Club. $5 at the door.

THEY SAID IT
Tor my birthday I
got a humidifier and
adehumkfifier.lput
them in the same
room and let them
fight it out"
Stephen Wnght | Ccmedan

The idea of spending an entire
day with friends traveling from
stage to stage to watch performance after performance of the
hottest bands is not a hopeless
thought.
In fact, many concerts of
that nature have been around
for a long time as an exciting
and expressive outlet for young
people to cheer, dance and sing
along with their favorite musical
acts.
The festivals consist of many
bands that are put into a lineup that successively fill up an
entire day or more to cater to
an audience with mixed musical favorites. Many of these
tours have sprung up during
the past decades, including

Woodstock, Lilith Fair, Ozzfest
and lollapalooza. One of the
most recent and longest-lasting tours, however, is the Vans
Warped Tour.
TheWarpedTourbegan almost
12 years ago playing primarily to
the punk-rock and skate community. Kevin Lyman, founder
of the tour, first worked at a
magazine called" Hoard Aid" that
combined bands, skateboarders
and fans together to broaden
social awareness and promote
charity organizations. Upon seeing the success, Lyman began
putting the show on the road as
TheWarpedTourinl995.
A year later, Vans joined forces
with the tour as a sponsor, which
helped strengthen the hard work
that was put into the first year,
making it what it is today.
The Rockand Roll I fall of Fame

in Cleveland is now displaying
its first exhibit of the year about
the tour, titled "Warped: 12 Years
of Music, Mayhem, and More,"
from now until Sept 3.
The exhibit will feature memorabilia from a number of bands,
including loan left, Bouncing
Souls, Taking Back Sunday,
Mighty Mighty Bosstones, NOFX
and many others. Stage outfits,
guitars, photos and videos will
be on display, and a portion
of the exhibit is also set up as
a stage with bike rack barriers
included to successfully set the
scene. Once the exhibit closes in
September, the items on display
will be placed in a time capsule
and re-opened 25 years later in
2031.
One may question why such
a recent event is being placed
on exhibit for the public at this

current point in time, considering most of the exhibits
found in the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame are
from many years past
lim Henke, the curator
at the museum, feels it is
important to pay tribute
to the tour even though it is
still fairly new.
"I think they have proven themselves even more
so than any other
tours that have
tried to go out
there," he said. "I
like the fact that it's
not just a music
tour, there's other
elements to it.
We thought it'd
be nice to have
See WARPED I

By Johnny Payna
Assistant Pulse Editor
After numerous scandals,
dismal election turnouts and
approval ratings plummeting
lower than an SI) V'sgas mileage, Republicans are turning
to the funny bone for hope.
The Fox News Channel
debuted its news satire show,
"The 1/2 Hour News Hour'
last Sunday to counteract
the popularity of similar leftleaning programson Comedy
Central, shows thai demonstrated a surprising ability to
impact national politics.
Joel Surnow, (he show's
creator and the man responsible for Emmy winner "24,"
described "The 1/2 Hour
News Hour" to Forbes magazine as "The Daily Show' for
conservatives."
But now thai right-wingers have a shot at giving
Americans
the
giggles
— something they traditionally only do on accident
— obstacles like partisanship
and straight faces are already
getting in the way.

"The 1/2 Hour News Hour'
just pokes fun and personally attacks prominent
Democrats, such as Barack
Obama." College Democrats
President Alison Kukla said.
"But this show is falling short
of the relevance and wit The
Daily Show' provides on a
day-to-day basis. The Daily
Show' providesactual laughs,
whereas The 1/2 News Hour'
doesn't provide laughs,
besides the laugh track they
use."
The program's canned
laughter was just one point of
contention with critics, who
See HEW SHOW | Page 8
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Ellen DeGeneres to
host 79th Oscars

o

announced.
Her monologue is well on
t he way, and some of t he jokes
will definitely come from the
hip as the show goes on.
"Nobody's wanting me to
censor myself in any way,
and they trust me not to do
anything inappropriate,"
By Richard Huff
she said. "I'm going to
MCT
have my monologue
ready. And, you're prayAs the resl "f Hollywood wor- ing for something, not
ries about what baubles and necessarily to go wrong,
bustiers they're going to wear but when you have lack
to the Academy Awards, l-llen Palance doing a one-arm
DeGeneres is only concerned pushup or a streaker, as a comediwith the Jokes.
DeGeneres is the host of an that's when
the 79th annual awards show, you have the
the biggest night of entertain- most fun."
ment on TV — and around I he
DeGeneres
said they'll
world.
I he humor will come from encourage
to
something everyone will relate winners
to," DeGeneres said, adding be brief in
iii.it i be bulk of the jokes can't their speeches,
be too specific, "Not every- but the band
body watching will have seen won't embarrass
every single tilm, so you don't anyone by playing
warn co just play to the indus- music mid-chatter.
Likewise, there will
try."
It s a job that puts (he host be a backstage comdead center before millions of ponent where winviewers, but it's also one that ners can thank the
lias letl some big-name stars people they forgot
online.
big time had fits afterwards.
"They can thank
Kemember
David
all the people we
[.etlernian?
His disastrous outing as host don't care about," she
in 1995 slill stands as a low said, "We just want to
watermark for the Academy see the heartfelt, passionate response to an
Awards telecast.
"I'm going to go OUt there award."
But don't expect any
and do what I think is funny,"
said DeGeneres. "I want to song and dance numbe perfect, and fantastic, but, bers, a la Billy Crystal.
that doesn't mean I'm going to DeGeneres is planning
to just be herself.
please everybody."
"While you're doing it,
While she's an Oscar rookie,
ibis is not DeGeneres' first it's a thrill," she said of
time as the host of a major hosting a major awards
show. "If you
awards show.
She's already done two can stay
the
Grammy Awards, and she in
presided over two Primetime moment,
Emmy Awards, including the w h i c li
twice-postponed 2001 outing, is what
which was held as the country your
was wracked with grief fol- goal is,
lowing the lerrorisi attacks of it's a thrill."
DeGeneres concluded with
9-11.
DeGeneres and her writ- her thoughts about the event.
"It's really a thrill when you
ing team, which includes
brother Vance, had already finish it because you've taken
invested four weeks of work on something not a lot of peoon the Academy Awards show ple do. I just don't ever want to
betore the nominees were be too comfortable."
'.Hen
DeGeneres
Will host the
Oscars on Feb. 25
al 8 p.m. on ABC

one can be brutal.
The bosses at the end of
every fourth stage will often
crush you if you are ill-prepared, erasing the hard work
that you put into the half-hour
labyrinth stage. This is frustrating, but you will feel very
satisfied once you succeed.
"Kid Icarus" is a very fun
game, and at $5 it is a real bargain. Nintendo brought this
gem back for a reason; give
it the second chance that it
deserves.

ICARUS
From Page 7

shoots her gun in the original "Metroid." He also collects
treasures just as Link does in
"The Legend of Zelda" series.
I here are also some RPG elements involved.
A good variety of enemies
populates the thirteen welldesigned stages in the game.
One of "Kid Icarus'" only
problems is the difficulty: This
-pi

"Cleaning up the vast wasteland of Rock N' Roll!"

ELECTRjC AMlSH
"Black Bonnel Girls"
"Heathen"
"Barn To Be Wild"

By Jo*- Cunningham
Reporter
Best Picture:
The Nominees: "Babel,"
" I he Departed," "Little Miss
Sunshine," "Letters from Ivvo
lima" and "The Queen."
This is by far the closest
of all of the categories to
call since almost all of the
nominees either deserve
the award or have already
won it elsewhere. "The
Departed" has a very good
chance to win, being
the more widely
known of any
of the other
nominees, and
when it comes
down to it, the
Oscars are a
popularity contest and "The
Departed" is
one of the most
popular and wellknown films of the
year (as well as one of
the best).
Which Should Win:
"The Departed"
Which Will Win:
"The Departed"
Best Actor:
The
Nominees:
Leonardo DiCaprio
for "Blood Diamond,"
Ryan Gosling for "Half
Nelson," Will Smith
for "The Pursuit of
Happyness,"
Peter
O'Toole for "Venus"
and Forest Whitaker
for "The I.ast King of
Scotland."
While
forest
Whitaker is the apparent front-runner, and
will more than likely
win, acting legend Peter
M^_
O'Toolegives
an equally
strong, if
not more
so, perf o r mance
as an
aging veteran actor who tries
to tutor a girl in art. Since it was
a far less publicized film, it will
be Whitaker who takes home
a deserving Oscar giving audiences a window into the mind
of a dictator.
Who Should Win: Peter
O'Toole for "Venus"
Who Will Win: Forest
Whitaker for "The Last King
of Scotland"
Best Actress:
The Nominees: Penelope

NEW SHOW
From Page 7

overwhelmingly panned the
show for its transparent political
agenda and inability to prompt
actual human laughter.
Brian Kutzley, co-chairman
of College Republicans, was
also disappointed by the lack of
chemistry between the show's
co-anchors, actors Kurt Long
and Jenn Robertson. Long and
Robertson have both appeared
in single installments of various

Cruz for "Volver." Judi Dench
for "Notes on a Scandal," Helen
Mirren for "The Queen," Meryl
Streep for "The Devil Wears
Prada" and Kate Winslet for
"Little Children."
Of all of the major categories
this is far and away the biggest guarantee of the night with
Helen Mirren easily taking this
award.
Giving one of the best performances in years playing Queen
Elizabeth II, she has pretty
much swept all of the other
award shows and all that's left
is to collecting her Oscar come
Sunday.
Who Should Win: Helen
Mirren for "The Queen"
Who Will Win: Helen Mirren
for "The Queen"
Best Supporting Actor:
The Nominees: Alan Arkin
for "Little Miss Sunshine,"
lackie Earle Haley for "Little
Children," Djimon Hounsou
for "Blood Diamond," Eddie
Murphy "Dreamgirls" and Mark
Wahlbcrg for "The Departed."
While most people find that
F.ddie Murphy will take this category, both Djimon Hounsou
and Alan Arkin give better,
stronger performances in their
respective films.
Hounsou's turn as the desperate father is especially
strong, but the Academy will
likely have a soft spot for Arkin,
who has been acting for over
fifty years and may not have
too many more performances
quite as strong as his turn as the
drug- addicted grandfather.
Who Should Win: Djimon
Hounsou
for
"Blood
Diamond"
Who Will Win: Alan Arkin
for little Miss Sunshine"
Best Supporting Actress:
The Nominees: Adriana
Barraza for "Babel," Cate
Blanchett for "Notes on a
Scandal," Abigail Breslin for
"Little Miss Sunshine," Jennifer
Hudson for "Dreamgirls" and
Rinko Kikuchi for "Babel."
In another category that is
filled with more than a couple
of weak candidates Jennifer
Hudson will likely take this
award for her show-stealing
role in "Dreamgirls."
With this category having
a history of underdog wins,
don't count out "Little Miss
Sunshine's" star Breslin to win.
Otherwise, this is Hudson's
award.
Who Should Win: Jennifer
Hudson "Dreamgirls"
Who Will Win: Jennifer
Hudson for "Dreamgirls"
television shows.
"The jokes were funny, but
the set-up was just pathetic,"
Kutzley commented. "There are
problems with delivery, chemistry and they're just trying too
hard."
As of now, Fox has only filmed
two episodes of the program,
one of which debuted last
Sunday night.
The media's collective coldshoulder treatment may freeze
"The 1/2 Hour News Hour"
before it has a chance to catch
fire, but at least one person in

WARPED
From Page 7

"Honestly, it would
be nice to see

younger bands represented in
the Rock Hall and not just bands
whose careers went back 30 or
40 years."
Henke has the inclination that
this exhibit will be a popular one
as well.
"A lot of our visitors don't really
know who the bands arc that are
in the exhibit, so they'll essentially learn something when they
go," he said.
One of his favorite portions of
the display stems from inspiration by Jennifer Finch, the bass
player in the all-girl punk band
1.7. An emotional essay written while on the tour has been
reproduced by the Rock Hall. It
deals with the death of her father
as well as memories about the
many musicians that she bonded with while on the road.
Chris Gross, junior, has
attended the Warped Tour three
times. He feels as if the overall
tour experience has changed
from what it once was.
"The tour has become more
diverse in recent years, which
has its pros and its cons," he said.
"Honestly, it would be nice to see
more punk and truly independent bands on the tour like there
used to be, but you can't have
everything your way I suppose."
Gross has mixed thoughts of
whether the exhibit will be a success or not.
"I don't particularly think an
annual tour of relatively obscure
musicians that has been around
for only a decade has really
earned any so-called hall of
fame status," he said. "We have
yet to see what kind of legacy the
Warped Tour leaves behind."
Alternatively, Bill Schurk, a
Sound Recordings Archivist at
the Jerome Library, spoke of the
Bowling Green appreciated the
show's embryonic humor.
Joel Straley, self-appointed
president of the newly-created
Degressive Party, said he was
captivated by the show's rigidly
right-wing comedy.
"Republicans haven't been
this funny since they told
everyone there were weapons
of mass destruction in Iraq,"
Straley said, laying in bed under
a G.I. Joe sleeping bag and a star
spangled comforter.
Straley isno stranger to satire.
He hosts his own sarcastic radio

more punk and
truly independent
bands on tour like
there used to be,
but you can't have
everything your way
I suppose."
Chris Gtoss | Student

importance of saving artifacts
from such a huge tour.
"A lot of things the artists use
they'd probably never want to
give up, and other things are
fairly fleeting," he said. "You can
even have personal memories
that would never be a part of an
exhibit, like being passed around
the audience and getting bruises,
getting burned from cigarette
lighters, falling on the floor and
getting bruised from thrashing
and who knows. The more positive a memory, the more materials will be kept."
Schurk emphasized that even
the smallest tilings that can
help promote artists, like programs and hand-made signs can
become artifacts.
"Today's present history is
tomorrow's artifact," he said.
"You've got to learn to start preserving things now, because in
two or five years you're not going
to find it. Ihe oddest things that
relate to artists can be the most
keeping."
Admission and group prices
for the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame can be found at the visitor
Web site: http://www,rockhall.
com/museum/visitor.asp.
talk-show, "The Great Debate,"
on WBGU-FM.
"It's really difficult for
Republicans to be funny," he
said. "For liberals, it's easy to
make fun of the other side's
positions on equal rights or
abortion. Since Republicans
believe such crazy things, it's
much harder for them to be
funny."
Even Kutzley said he'd only
tune in again "out of morbid
curiosity," perhaps signaling
that the "112 Hour News Hour's"
15 minutes may already be up.

February 24,2007
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yet. but the word has spread
since last spring according to
Moulopoulos.
From Page 7
The Toledo Repertoire Theatre
is the oldest community theatre
the same.
She added that choreographer in northwest Ohio. It was built in
Brandi Shepard will be at the 1933 and holds about 220 seats.
The theatre works on a sixauditions and will run through
a basic routine with the partici- show season followed by Edgy
Rep, which is a set of three more
pants.
"My job is to teach the men edgy plays that wouldn't appeal
how to strip to music," Shepard to everyone. In the summer, children's shows are performed at
said.
She said the men have to be the theatre.
Moulopoulos said it's exciting
comfortable with being topless
for auditions and she hopes to to be doing something different
help them get loosened up by like this.
"I hope we have a lot of fun
teaching them some movement.
Shepard advises those trying auditioning, producing and
out not to be shy or discouraged performing," she said. "The
if they don't have a lot of experi- 'Full Monty' is a very heartence on stage because the size of warming musical because of
love, their lives and how the
the available roles vary.
The advertising process for characters handle the circumthe musical isn't under way stances."

MONTY

Pulse picks: Academy
Award winners of 2007

Rirz Theolre
30 South Washington St
Tiffin, OH 44883
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MUSIC
• Fun

Saturday, March 24!!! Showtime is @ 7:30 p.m.

Tickets: $15, $22, $27, $40

Wmotzuo Rooders too
lb \m M Opnh, m UC NBC M0. Pie Bob & Tom Show, food**

The Heartlands FumtesT Dads r a
rukjrious ceteoration o' modem parenthood
Daw Dugan - Brad Tauttll ■ Kavln Burk*

Pop n Fresh
MUM - Bock - Original!
Featuring: "T»« fmhttUi'

• 3-on-3 Basketball

Raffle
\tems

Finger Painting
Sponsored by: University Dining Services, Wellness Connection, Student
Health Service, Student Rec Center, Greek Affairs, Coalition for Big Choices,
ODADAS, Late Night Committee, and many more

SPORTS
SIDELINES

Softball takes the field for'07
By Adam Miuin

Reporter

SWIMMING
Swimmer honored
again by conference
Senior Caroline Keating
[above] joined nineteen
student-athletes on the
Swimming and Diving
Academic All-MAC
yesterday. She currently
holds a 3.5 cumulative

After one of the most successful
seasons in school history, BG's
softnall team will open the new
season with a new head coach
today when the team travels to
Chattanooga, Twin, to compete
in the Panera Challenge.
The Falcons went 5-0 last year
in the event to win it and will
look to defend that championship to begin this season.
The Falcons finished last
season 37-23 overall with a 166 mark in the Mid-American
Conference. They finished second in the Pastern division, one
half-game behind Kent State.
HG was picked to finish second once again in the MAC
Eastern Division behind Kent
State in the preseason polls. BCi

" Ideally everyone
wants to have a good
year."
Ashley Zirkle | Softball Captain

got the coach it wanted from
Kent State when they hired former Golden flashes assistant
Shannon Salsburg.
"Our expectations are up for
this season," Salsburg said. "We
hope to challenge for the conference title and be playing on
that final day in the conference
championship game.
"We know what type of players we have yet to see this team
play together," Salsburg said.
"After being hired after the fall
games, we're still not sure who

is going to hit in the clutch or
come up with the big play. That
is what is so important to find
out early in the season."
The team will be returning
some very impressive players
from last year's squad. Ibis
year's captains will be Jeanine
Baca (OF), Ashley Zirkle (C/
UTTL) and llayley Weimer II').
Baca and Zirkle are seniors
while Weimer is a sophomore.
"Ideally everyone wants to
have a good year," Zirkle said.
"But of course the seniors all
want to go out big and will work
as hard as they can to make sure
the team wins whether they are
playing or not. Our pitching
staff has worked extremely hard
and I feel as if all of them will
have very good seasons."

IOBDAN FiOWER

COMING AROUND: lame Peritjni » i gs jiound the UMD goal for a shot

BG finishes out
season against
By Chayse Held

Reporter

See SOFTBALL | Page 10

GPA as an integrated

A long and difficult regular season comes to an end this weekend for the BGSU lux key team,
as the Falcons take on No. 13
Michigan State in a home.mil
home series.
Ii(i (fi-26-2. 4-21-1 CCHAi
is looking for some muchneeded momentum heading
into next weekend's opening
round of the CCIIA playoffs
in which they are assured to
travel to face the fifth place
team in the league.
"It's important to be at the
top of your game heading into
playoffs, and for us the biggest
thing is confidence." said BG
coach Scott Paluch. "We had a

mathematics major.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
vs. Michigan State; 7 p.m.
Track:
at Akron: All day
Baseball:
at MTSU; 3 p.m.
Softball:
at Panera Challenge

TOMORROW

|)it'lt\ good dose Of thai ,i week

agoldefeadngNa 10 Michigan I.
and we couldn't capitalize on
thai this past weekend llosing
twice at Ferris State). I think it's
important we gel that positive
feeling back heading into the
playoffs, wherever we may go."
It will be no small task for the
I ali cms. as Michigan Stale I Kill-3.1-19-3) also will be look
ing for positives heading into
the playoffs. MSII is currently
stuck in a four-game wintess
streak, their longest drought ol
the season. However, despite
their recent struggles, the
Spartans can still clinch a lirsi
round bye with a single point

this weekend.
SeeHOCKEVlPatjelO

Hockey:
at Michigan State; 7 p.m.

en's team looks to

Track:
at Akron; All day
Women's basketball:

regroup against Zips

vi Ohio; 1 p.m.
Baseball:

By Bill Bordewick
Reporter

at MTSU; 2 p.m.
Softball:
at Panera Challenge
Tennis:
at Michigan State; 4:30 p.m.
Men's basketball:
at Akron: 7 p.m.

SUNDAY
Tennis:
vs. Butler; 3 p.m.
Baseball:
at MTSU; 1p.m.
Softball:
at Panera Challenge

OUR CALL
On the way up
Tiger Woods: He's tearing
up the Accentute
Match-Plays, and
is gunning for his
eighth straight tourney win.

BRANDON HEiSS

:

COURT VISION: lindsey Goldsberry looks up court in a game against Indiana University at Anderson Arena, where the team will close its
regular season play against Ohio and then Miami.

On the way down
Miami Heat: Dwyane
Wade injured
his shoulder
Wednesday night,

Finishing touches

which could end both the
Heats and his season.

The List
The top five most
memorable losing streaks in
sports:

1. Caltech basketball: Lost 207 straight Div
III games from 1996 to 2007.

2. Prairie View
University: Dropped 80
straight games from 19891998, nearly doubling the
next closest streak of 44.

3. Tampa Bay
Buccaneers: Lost their
first 26 games, starting with
an 0-14 record in 1976, and
an 0-12 start in 1977.

4. Northwestern
football: Losers of 34 in
a row from 1979-1982.

5. Philadelphia
Phillies: In 1961, set the
modern major league record
with 23 consecutive losses

.

BG women close out regular season in Anderson Arena
By Colin Wilton
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG women's basketball
team has two games left. They've
clinched everything they need
to remain the top seed in the
Mid-American Conference, but
there is a lot more left to be
accomplished.
The MAC is not exactly a
power conference this season
with just two teams including
the Falcons in the Rl'l top 100,
Ball State being the other. BG
coach Curt Miller does not want
to take a chance.
"Bottom line is we control
our own destiny — we continue to win, we win the MAC
Tournament it takes it out of
|the selection committee'sl
hands," Miller said.
While BG has an impressive
resume this season with wins
over Indiana, Temple, Fairleigh
Dickinson and Oakland, they
still are not a lock to get into
the "big dance" if they fall
before they reach the MAC
Championship. Is it fair?
"All I know is that I'm proud of
our body of work," Miller said.
Another incentive is that of
the Falcon senior class. BG has

"We just want to go out on a good note.
We want to keep the home winning streak
alive here at Anderson and we want to leave
behind a legacy."
Ali Mann I BG Women's Basketball

not lost at home in 29 games
and has not lost against a MAC
opponent in 39 contests. The
seniors want to make sure
those streaks are still active
when they walk down the aisle
at graduation.
"We just want to go out on
a good note," said forward Ali
Mann. "We want to keep the
home winning streak alive here
at Anderson and we want to
leave behind a legacy."
On Saturday, BG faces an
Ohio team that gave them problems on defense in their Ian. 13
meeting. The Falcons shot just
37 percent from the field and
59 percent from the foul line.
Miller wants to be sure his team
remembers the game.
"It's one of our weakest
games of the year. If they didn't
realize it already we're going
to remind them in film today,"

1

Miller said.
That was a game in which
OU's Lauren Kohn may have
given the Falcons a little bit of
bulletin board material.
"They're not unbeatable, we
can easily beat (hat team and
we know what we have to do
to win," Kohn said following
the Bobcats loss in which they
turned the ball over 21 times.
OU has expressed plenty of
interest in being the team to
beat the Falcons since October.
"They have really looked forward to playing us this year,"
Miller said.
It's hard to understand why
anyone would look forward to
playing BG. It has forced an
absurd amount of turnovers
this season, an average of 20 per
game. Opponents are shooting
SeeWOMEM|Pagel0

Coming off two of its better
performances of the season at Buffalo and Morehead
State, the BGSU men's has
ketball team figured to have
a little momentum rolling
into Wednesday night's game
against Ohio.
Things did not go exactly as
planned.
Fast-forward a day and a 23
point loss to the Bobcats later,
the Falcons are left searching
for answers as they prepare for
the Akron Zips. The Zips are
a team who beat Ohio by 31
points in their last meeting.
"We got to get our own house
in order before we start preparing for Akron," said BG coach
Dan Dakich. "I was very disappointed in how we played
in the game. We are addressing the things we didn't do hut
you always got to credit the
other leant and I thought they
played very well."
The Zips will be coming
into the game off of a loss in

Miami on Wednesday Wi-tvl in
overtime. \ big part of the loss
for the Zips was making only
three ol six free throws toward
the end of the game.
"We'll probably win I hegainc
if we make them," said Akron
coach Keith Dambrot. "We are
not the best free-throw shorn
ing leant in the world, that's
tor sine."
Akron entered the game
against the RedHawks ranked
11 tli out of 12 MAC teams in
free throw shooting at 67.3 per
cent Against Miami, the Zips
made 16-24 free throws.
Akron seniors Dm loyceand
Romeo Iravis added IS points
apiece to pace the Zips againsl
Miami. Akron fought back
from being down 13 points in
the first half to force overtime.
"We had our chances, but
we just didn't finish." Dambrot
said. "We showed a lot of heart
coming back the way we did.
These guys are never going to
quit."
Against the Bobcats, the
Sec MEN I Page 10

SAAC hosts variety show
featuring Falcon athletes
By John Turner
Reporter

BGSU's student-athletes are
accustomed to performing for
fans on the field, court, diamond or in the pool, but this
Sunday, athletes will have a
chance to entertain in a place
many of them never have —
the stage.
The Student Athlete Advisor
Committee is hosting the
Falcon Variety Show this
Sunday at 3 p.m. in Anderson
Arena. The show will include
athlete auctions and eight
acts from current BG players
to help raise money for Dance
Marathon.
"We wanted to give back to
the students who always support us, and dance marathon
is one of the biggest things on
campus," said SAAC President
Qiroline Keating.
Both Dance Marathon and
SAAC are combining to make
thisa fun, successful event with
a charitable cause. Over 100
tickets have already been sold
for the event, but tickets will be
available at the door for S3.
The acts will include athletes
from seven different varsity

teams: Cross country, football.
gymnastics, men's and women's soccer, swimming/diving
and volleyball. In between acts,
athletes will be auctioned off to
the highest bidder for a group
dinner on April 1. Those being
auctioned off include athletes
from six teams — both incus
and women's.
One of those being auctioned
off is SAAC representative and
football player Pete Winovich.
For the sake of helping out
Dance Marathon and his own
pride, Winovich is looking for
every dollar he can get.
"I,guess I'm pretty nervous
about it, but at least there arc
a couple other people getting
auctioned off too," Winovich
said. "1 think it's everybody's
fear to have the lowest hid."
Whilethe exact content of the
performances remains a closely guarded secret, the show will
include a thriller dance, stomp.
Spice Girls, ribbon dancingarid
much more.
However, Winovich did
reveal some specifics as to what
the football players had in store
for those in attendance.
See ATHLETES
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i he linemen are doin^ a
link'American idol skit and a

. ouple other players are doing
.' siinl train kind ol dance.''
he said.
Every ^oris team will l>c
Involved one nay <>r another with the show, which
is encouraging to Dance
Marathon Committee members like Alumni Relations
( hair Erica Powers, who has
been working closely with
s\\( to mate the show a
success.
"I think it s amazing that
both organizations were able

JORDAN FLOWER

DC8CNEWS

COME ON NATE!: ■
oadi Dan Dakich (sweater vest) tails to the Falcons' Nate
Miller during a game against EMU at Anderson Atena

to cometoget her to really pull
It oil." Powers said. "We're
glad to see till' athletes come
out -mil support dance inara
thon and help the kids."
A p.tit ol coaches and an
administrator will he watch
Ingtheshow especially close
ly, lilling in as judges. I he
judges are set to he football
strength coach Kick Court,
volleyball
coach
Denise
Van l)e Walle and Assistant
Dean ol Student Allairs Ed
Whipple.
Keating is hoping the
evenl is a success amongst
students so it can become an
annual fund raiser fol a wor-

MEN
From Page 9
Falcons probably played one
ol their worst games of the season. All five Bobcats scored in
'double figures and three players [Leon Williams. Whitnej
Davis and lerome Tillman)
had at least nine rebounds.
Williams grabbed 15 rebounds
himself.
i()n the final three MAC
games] I'm looking forward
to us just III play well," Dakich

said. "I thought we played really
wellfbi two games IBuflalo and
Morehead Stale] and then just

thy cause.
"We're just hoping I he show
gi les well em High thai we can

played so bad against Ohio."
One focUS for the team will

do it every year? Keating said.

be eliminating costly mental
errors.
"We threw it to the same
guy in the second row three
tunes in the first half," Dakich
said. "Vou just can't fiave those
types of "what are you doing'
plays and I just hadn't seen that
recently."
The Falcons are lead by
Martin Samarco and Nate
Miller. Samarco leads the MAC
in seining by averaging 19.6
points per game. Miller is averaging 11.3 points per game to
gii.ilnngwith 7.6 rebounds
After playing Akron Saturday
at 7 p.m., the Falcons will play
their final two games at home
against Kent State on Thursday
and Miami on Sunday.

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent
2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET At Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year-One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET

"The strength of [Michigan
Statel has been the ability to shut
teams down at times with Lerg in
goal and a pretty confident team,"
Much said. They've come into a
stretch where they've gone four
games in a row without a win,
so they're going to be extremely
hungry."
The Spartans boast the second-ranked defense in the CCHA
(2,44 goals allowed per game),
led by goaltender left l.erg (.913
save percentage) .The offense (3.1
goals per game) is led by a trio
of forwards: Tim Kennedy, Bryan
U'tg and lustin Abdelkader, all
with over 25 points on the season,
lonathon Matsumoto's 28 points
is the Falcons' only skater over
that mark.
Tonight's game also will have
an added emotional feel to it,
being senior night and leremy
Branson's and lames Unger's final
game at the BG Ice Arena.
"Everybody wants to end their
college career on a good note."
said junior forward Brandon
Svendsen. "It would be good for
us to pull through for the seniors
and get things done."
As far as looking ahead to the
playoffs and where the team
might be traveling, BG is focusing on the games at hand this
weekend.
"We've talked about the

importance of being on the top
of our game come playoffs, but
all the focus is on this weekend's
games," Paluch said. "It's always
a fun weekend when Michigan
State's around. When you go back
in time there's always been some
outstanding games, some rivalry
games. It's an important series in
a lot of respects for both teams."
Tonight's game at the Ice Arena
begins at 7:05, then the Falcons
will travel to Fast Lansing tomorrow for a 6:35 start.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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just 38 percent from the field
while the Falcons have shot
48 percent.
The Bobcats are coming
off a tough loss at Buffalo in
which they shot 30 percent
from the field and turned the
ball over 22 times though.

SOFTBALL
From Page 9
"Baca is our cornerstone
centerfielder," Salsburg said.
"She has been working on
hitting and has increased her
power In the offseason. We
are also expecting bigger and
better things out of Hayley
as well."
The team will have twoother
seniors on the roster: Lauren
Hoffman (C/OF) and Emmy
Ramsey (OF). This year's team
will also see some freshmen
making an impact.
"We have a great group of
freshmen who bring a lot of
intensity and athleticism to
our team this year," Weimer
said. "We will probably have
at least two or three freshmen. Our freshman class as a
whole is very talented, and we
will look to them to help us
out for sure."
"We have Susan Sontag
vying for a position in the outfield," Salsburg said. "She is a
nice lefty to hit at the top of our
lineup. We also have loceyln
Gray, another OF who will give
us a ton of speed and put pressure on opposing defenses."
"Some of our strengths
include our sense of team and
everyone knows everyone
else's capabilities and we are
all confident in each other to
get the job done," Zirkle said.

"I think you're going to see
a really spirited effort now;
not just because it's us, but
because they're mad," Miller
said.
BG did get a much-needed
day off Wednesday after 10
straight days of being active
because of games on Saturday
and Tuesday.
Tomorrow's game begins at
1 p.m. at Anderson Arena.

"We are a loud group that is
constantly learning about the
game. We have a great work
ethic and never give up which
is always strength."
The team also got Junior
College transfer Brittnay
Hay from California. Coacit
Salsburg believes Hay possesses "one of the best gloves
I've ever seen" and said she
will start at third base.
The pitching staff will also
include junior Emily Gouge.
She currently ranks third alltime in winning percentage
(.625) and is tied for ninth
in shutouts in school history
with nine.
"With Weimer and Gouge
anchoring us, we anticipate
having a fantastic pitching
staff," Salsburg said. "We have
tremendous leadership and
this team enjoys being around
each other. They are always
working hard in practice and
can take us to the next level."
This combination of youth
and experience should give
the Falcons a good chance
to make their mark. The long
season will also give the team
time to develop.
"1 am so excited for the season to start," Weimer said. "I
love being around my teammates who are my second
family, and to play the sport
that 1 love with the friends and
teammates that I love is more
than I could ask for."

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Iwo Person Rate • $485

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year • Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY -Near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. ot Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $490

505 CLOUGH- Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate $630
One Year - Two Person Rate $530

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a S250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate $395
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $365

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777Manville

• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

.--JOHN

NEWLOVE
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319 E Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across Fro-. Taco Bell)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
■vwwjohnnewlove'ealestate com

"We've got a place for everyone!'

i,

Fiktay. Fetxuaty 25.200711 ,
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LBGT
From Page 3

relationships concerning gay
grandparents.
Nancy Orel, associate professor and director of the
Gerontology Program at
the University, will present
her research on lesbian and
bisexual grandmothers in
Midwestern society.
Orel said her effort has been
directed toward uncovering how the sexual liberation
movement affected those who
are now grandparents and
how sexual orientation affects
the relationship between lesbian and bisexual grandmothers
and their grandchildren.
She will demonstrate how
negative cultural attitudes
prevent families from having
healthy relationships.
"The key is recognizing that
there's diversity in families,"
Orel said. "Not all grandparents are straight."
The symposium also will
touch on the other topics
concerning gays in America,
including the conservative ver-

PLAY
From Paqe 3
she said.
Students also will receive a
free raffle ticket with a chance
to win one of over 1,000 prizes,
including an iPod. Extra raffle
tickets are available to students
who bring a paper product like
toilet paper or tissues. The
items will be donated to the
Cocoon Shelter, a local women's shelter.
The Big Playground also will
offer free food. Students will
be able to make their own (rail
mix or make their own yogurt

sus liberal approach of shaping legislation in the United
States.
Members of gay-supportive groups, the Stonewall
Democrats and the Log Cabin
Republicans will share their
views on combating discrimination of l.GBT members at
home and serving overseas,
along with their diverging
group takes on amending the
laws to protect the community.
Overall, Damania said the
program is not exclusively
geared toward l.GBT members.
"It can be |for| individuals
who are not interested in getting married," he said. That's
because adoptions laws in
Ohio also preclude non-married heterosexuals who want to
jointly adopt a child.
The LGBT Symposium is
tomorrow in the Union. The
first session will begin at 10
a.m. and presentations will end
with an open panel discussion
beginning at 3:30 p.m. Tickets
are free for students and $2
each for members of the community.
parfait. Other food will be
available, including pizza and
cotton candy.
lunior Dave Scott has attended the Big Playground the past
two years, and plans to attend
this year.
"I like the three-on-three
basketball. This year, I'm going
to check out the new things. If
you don't go out to drink, it's
good to have something to do,"
he said.
Admittance to the event is
free. Students only need to
bring their student ID to get
in, and the first 100 students
receive a free T-shirt.

DARFUR
From Page 3

kidnapping and displacement, according to Amnesty
International.
Westrope said various
human rights are being violated and their government
is sponsoring and funding
groups that are killing people.
AIUSA Executive Director
Larry Cox said student voices
have been an engineof change.
Students have generated some
of the greatest revolutions
throughout history. With student voices united, the work
should listen.
As a response to the students' efforts, AIUSA will follow-up with a Congressional
call-in, a district lobbying
week to U.S. Representatives
and rallies outside the Chinese
Embassy and Chinese consulates.
University students plan to
take action during this week
of awareness through the
organization Students Taking
Action Now: Darfur.
STAND calls Darfur the

worst humanitarian crisis of
the 21st century, killing an
estimated400,000anddisplacing over 2.5 million Sudanese
since February 2003.
The latest UN estimates
say between 10 and 15 thousand people are dying every
month.
STAND aims to educate,
raise awareness and take
action to end the ongoing
genocide in Darfur, Sudan.
"We're collaborating with
I Al USA| with one big event but
other than that I'm not aware
of their activities," said public
relations representative Sarah
Stephenson.
However, AIUSA has many
events planned for this week
of awareness.
The national kick-off event
is scheduled to take place on
March 23 at the annual general meeting in Milwaukee.
Participants will organize
and lead teach-ins, film viewings and vigils in an effort to
educate students about the
catastrophic events happening in Darfur.
The events are scheduled to
begin March 26 and continue
Personals
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CAMPUS POLLYEYES
BG'S BEST
STUFFED BREADSTICKS
352-9638
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Need a Fundraislng Idea?
Sell Custom Silicone Bracelets
Jusl $0.24 ea - Resell for $4 • $5!
www.circlebracelets.com

The BCi News reserves the riglit to iletline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found lo be defamatory,
l.u kins; in In dial h.tsii HII-VIIM<1IIIK w false
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No-limil Texas Hold'em
Saturday. February 24. 2007
Elk's Lodge. 200 Campbell Hill
httpv.'tournev.awardspace.com
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

FREE Himalayan cal I yr. old. Very
sweet, cute & adorable, but I'm allergic lo her. 419-575-7777,belore 9pm

individual of group on tlir \tasn of race.
•ex. color, irml. ttliRlon. rational origin,
wxual ornmiiiKiii. disability, status as a
wuian, -IT on ii». i>,.s»oi ui) othn legaiiv
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and solve your
puzzles lor FREE.
Sudoku and win prizes al-
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APPLY TO ONE OF
FORTUNE MAGAZINES
TOP 100 COMPANIES
Quicken Loans has spent four years in the top 20 of FORTUNE Magazine's
"100 Best Companies to Work For" in America because we're a different kind
of company. We hire people who strive to make a difference for our clients, and
in turn, we make a difference in their lives with some amazing rewards. We're
hiring more difference makers right now for our Mortgage Banker position. If
you want to make an average of $45-$55K in your first year out of college and
get the best training in the industry, apply today.

COME LEARN ABOUT A GREAT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
UNIVERSITY
Sales, Marketing and Retail
Job & Internship Fair

rf$

TUESDAY, 2.27.2007
@ 5:30PM - 8:00PM
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION,
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

On-Campus Interviews
WEDNESDAY, 2.28.2007
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION, LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
SIGN UP ©CAREER FAIR
QuitWti loaai i\ an Equal Opportunity Imployw

Rl RESTRICTED __
l*WIW<

UNOfRl) W fliltsr S *i" ' 1 MPAItll'.';
I
PMUNIOHAUUII
IUIW CONTENT, NUDITY CfflJOf HUMOR. '

iMHtutm. ttm amn UM.
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Can't wait until then? Apply online. Go to Quichenloanscareers.com for more info.

www.reno911 movie.com

FEBRUARY 23 ONLY IN THEATRES
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR THEATRES AND SH0WTIMES
MOBILE 0SERS: FOR SHOWTIMIS - TIKI RENO WITH YOUR ZIP CODE To 43KIK (43549)!

<£

7:05 pm BGSU Ice Arena
SENIOR NIGHT
Presented by

FORTUNE-

EZB3B3

Loans

financial'
A QUIUH lOiMS (OMfAHl

FREE T-Shirts to the first
500 BGSU Students!

100 BEST

COMPANIES^
TO WORK FOR S
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Travel

LAST MINUTE SPRING BREAK
DEALS1 Bahamas Parly Cruise
trom $299' $150 OFF lor Gas and
Parking1 Panama City Beach from
169'FREE CluOLaVela Party
Card
Call 888-777 4642
www StudentCity com
SPRING BREAK 2007
Money Saving OHers Irom Holiday
Inn SunSpree and Club La Vela1
Gull side Accommodations' Spring
Break Site 01 Panama City Beach
For more information go to:
wwwspringbreakpcb.com
<http; :www.soripghrflakpcb.conv>
866-PCBEACH
Services Offered
$10 DISCOUNT
Tax preparation Chamber of
Commerce oflices downtown
By appointment only 419-353-2220.

Help Wanted
Earn $2500. monthly and more
to type simple ads online
www.DataAdEntry com
ASSISTANTS ARE NEEDED TO
WORK IN A RESIDENTIAL SETTING! Do you have what it takes to
assist persons with MR DD with dai
ly living' You must have:
High School diploma GED
Acceptable driving record
Valid Ohio driver's license
2 professional &
t personal references
Sub positions available - S8.50
hour. Obtain application packet from
Wood County Board of MR'DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling Green. Entrance B. Mon.-Fri
8am-4:30pm. You can also download application packet Irom our
website at:
www.woodlaneresidential.org
E.O.E.

1H»" COUBSf

Qmfi#e£
FRIED SHRIMP
PASTA FLORENTINE
BISTRO STEAK
VEGETARIAN LASACNA
BARBECUED PORK CHOP
FRIED TILAPIA
GRILLED CHICKEN

' 419-353-2277
I63S Maln*BowllngGrcen

Help Wanted
Part Time Seasonal Positions
City of Bowling Green
Family Aquatics Complex
Pay Range $6 85 - $9 75 per hour
The Bowling Green Family Aquatics
Complex is seeking qualilied. dependable individuals to jom its seasonal, summer staff in the following
classifications
Aquatics Complex Manager, Assistant Aquatics Manager, Swim
Program Director, Senior Lifeguard, Lifeguard, WSI Instructor,
Aquatic Attendant. Aquatic Attendant Cashier.
These are part-time, temporary posi
tions without fringe benefits Must be
able to work flexible schedule
through August including evenings
and weekends Work hours are subject to change. Interested persons
must complete an application that is
available in the City of Bowling
Green's Personnel Department. 304
N Church St.. Bowling Green. OH,
43402-2399. Mon
Fn. 8:00am to
4 30pm Telephone: (419)354-6229.
web:
wwwbgohio.org.
email:
BGPersonnel@bgohio.
org.
Deadline
lor making application: 4 30pm
Thursday. March 1. 2007 EEO'AA
Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful. Lakefront Yachting Club
seeks outgoing friendly
team players: will train
qualilied candidates as:
Servers
Bussers
HotS'Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Line Cooks'Prep Cooks
Sail Camp Counselors
Snack Bar Attendants
Incentive program/very flexible hrs'l
Excellent Pay.
Call now for an interview.
200 Yacht Club Dr
Rocky River. OH 44116
(440)333-1155 ext. 240
Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm
Bonuses Available.
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp, Northeast Pennsylvania. If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need Counselors for: Tennis. Swimming. Golf, Gymnastics. Cheerleadmg, Drama. High & Low Ropes.
Team Sports, Waterskiing. Sailing.
Painting/Drawing, Ceramics, Silkscreen. Printmaking. Batik, Jewelry.
Calligraphy, Photography, Sculpture
Guitar. Aerobics. Self-Defense. Video. Piano. Other: Administrative.
CDL Driver. Nurses (RN's and Nursing Students). Bookkeeper, Mother's
Helper. On campus Interviews
March 14th. Select The Camp That
Selects The Best Staff! Call 215944-3069 or apply al
www.camBwaynegifls.com
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used for internship credit. 866-275-2782.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

s

HillsdaltApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

□

._■ L,"I^-.AN!

'BARTENDING up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

Security positions available in a fun
tilled atmosphere. Flexible hours PT/
FT. DeiaVu 419-531-C079
Child care in my Perrysburg home.
Tues & Thurs. 8:30-5. Must be reliable 'non-smoker.sworley@bgsu.edu
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
summer' Call 888-844-8080. apply:
1

HELP WANTED NOW & DURING
SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours-will
work around your schedule-available shifts 7:30am-8:30am; 8:30am11:30am: 12:00 noon-2 30pm; 2:30
pm-5:00pm: 5:30pm-8:30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing your work a minimum
ol 15 hours per week Work a minimum df 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick-up an
application at our office. Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc 428 Clough
St Bowling Green. OH 43402
Customer service, part time Join
the adult retail industry that is tun &
rewarding w. progressive opportunities & incredible benefits. If you are
at least 18 yrs. old. sell-motivated,
customer friendly & eager to succeed apply at 7582 U.S. Rte 6 Gibsonburg. 419-288-2131.
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equip
ment. including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines Also measuhng.
laying out & painting game lines &
art work & applying gym floor finish.
We will thoroughly train you in all
phases of the work Job pays $8 per
hour. You can expect between 4050 hours per week. Hours can be
flexible. Musi be punctual & reliable
& willing to accept responsibility.
Please contact Joe Koch. 419-3406270 or lax resume to 419-825-1714

For Rent

at 1045 N. Mam St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!
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Braque's art
The Racers Edge
Raw minerals
Military city of old
Cyclades island
Demolish
Norse heaven
Mingle
Smile radiantly
M. LePew
Mr. Rogers
Vane dir.
Dined
To the point
Earmark
Idyllic garden
Dorothy's fellow traveler
Jessica of "Dark Angel"
culpa
Guy of "Factory Girl"
Beach bucket
Basra native

^t

t
1 Bedroom & Studios Available
Pete Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short Terms Leases Aval
Private Patios
418-352-7881

EHO
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Cer Goose S3 no
Crape at Cherry bate (2M
Miller (t Bottles 12 on
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12
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19
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Dixie letters
FedEx rival
First word relay
"Dies _" (Day of Wrath)
Attack from the air
Second word relay
Pass over
Religious principle
Third word relay
Legendary Bruin
Fourth word relay
Pinza of "South
55
Pacific"
Lolita-ish
56
Nightmarish
58
Paper binder
60
"Peace" salutation
62
Stag, for example
64
Loses one's cool
Equality group est. in 65

33
34
36
41
44
49
52

Based on fact
Settled in
Like pond scum
Tidbit of wit
Mr. Fudd
Fuel ingredient
Plumber's helper

1999 Ron Howard
film
Nary a one
From scratch
Diminutive suffix
Zeta follower
Hydrogen's number
Digital display letters

1909

Mine sites
Fell behind
Album track
Sooty matter
Preserve a corpse
Hollow tube
"Norma "
"Miami Vice" co-star
Lobster catcher
Past one's prime
High School subi.
Ms. St. Vincent Millay
Those other guys
pinscher
Guard duty
Bolt holder
Luau strings
Dis-compose?
Pinto rival of the '70s
Morning drops
Abounded
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS,

PISHN€LLO'S
203N.Moin g.y
352-5166
$5./5 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
www.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fn. • Sat. - Sun.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 8 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU
Ofl-street parking, W/D. AC. One-2
bdrm. apt. off street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug. 15. 2007. 419352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell).

HousesApts lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M-F
www.bg aoanmenis.cQm
Ouiet tenants preferred

1 block from campus
201 Manville. large 5 bdrm. good
cond.. A>C. W/D. plenty of parking.
May or Aug. lease $1625 per month
Call 419-352-9392
1 roommate needed now until May
Campbell Hill $325 mo. * utilities.

260-2411534

236 Troup St. 3 bdrm. house. Available Aug. 1. for 07-08 school year.
$800-.utilities. 419-308-1405.

Pis

!

ACROSS

2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D, $650
mo. plus utilities Available May 1st.
419-287-4337.

N

**«t
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1 bdrm $400 mo plus elec. & dep
9 & 12 mo. leases available. No pets
854 8th St. 419-392-3354.

Heinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Friday

'

«

1 1 1i
■

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month +
utilities. Available immediately. & for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

% Score)"

Captain S2 or.
Wicfieloi) Bottles tZoo
Bnmii fops S3.M
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07-08 Rentals Houses S Apts. Going fast1 1 sem. avail: all next to
campus. $5 Wed, close to downtn.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm'lisling
24/7 316 Merry 3. Updated listing
@cartyrentals.com

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

Management Inc.

■I ■

-

"

1 bedroom unfurnished. $380 mo. «
electric. Short lease, available Feb.
1 For more info, call 354-9740.

\V<f<

Stop by the Office

1I
1

-.
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For Sale

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. * Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

/(JEfcCA

"

1 bedroom on 7th St. $420 month.
No utilities. Available 4-1-07.
419-287-4337.

'Restrictions Apply

419-353-7715 &

■■

Waitress positions/door personnel.
Come make great $ in a tun filled atmosphere w/ Ilex hours. Deja Vu
419-531-0079.

Snack and Soda Locations
Member of BBB and Chamber
260-347-5840

1

I

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

1'/2 Blocks From Campus
First FULL Month Free*

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

pSo^'

brought to you by
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

3 bdrm apt recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008.
sch yr Please call 419-308-3525.

3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St
Call 419-308-9905
Apts S Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com
AVAILABLE AUG. 15.2007
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E. Reed. 3 bdrm . 2 bath.AC
$1000.
606 5th St. 3 bdrm, 2 bath, AC.$850
443 N Enterprise. 3 bdrm. apt. $550
819 N. Summit. 2 bdrm house $400
112 Ridge St. 1-2 bdrm. apts. $350
CALL 419-308-2458
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
wwwPuckeyeinnandstudios.com
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Male has a furnished room for rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.
MARTEN RENTALS
710 7th St. 2 bdrm unfurnished
AC/free heat 704 5th St. 2 bdrm
furnished Prices start at $510
352-3445 Hrs 9-9
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm..
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
utiities. 419-340-2500.
Only 2 great large 4 bdrm houses
left New carpet, appl., W/D, 2 car
garage, game rm. & patio. Near
campus, lots of pkg 419-353-7374.
Recently remodeled 3 bdrm. home
in quiet residential area. Central air
& heat. Avail. April 1st. Credil check.
419-494-4278.
Summer lease. 1 bdrm. w/ private
bath in furn. apt Share w/ 2 other
females. W/D in apt. Swim pool, AC.
weight room, free shuttle to campus.
$350 plus. util. 330-284-4243.

